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"DISCOURAGE TO TYRANNY IS CREDENCE TO GOD"

Welcome back, students, to this occupied force that was once a free school in a free land. The sweet memory of the proud and beautiful days of the Rev. Miss will always remain dear in the hearts of all of us who knew her in the days before she was infiltrated by pink and green, and then reduced by martel, the former name of the National Organization, designated as "Brick and Bottle Minute Men", with the local organization designated as "Brick and Bottle Greens", Cle Miss Chapter No. 1. The insinuation of the organization is a brick, reclining, with a bottle stabbing upright on top.

The Leader of the local chapter, an individual who goes by the code name of "Omega 1", granted an interview to this editor during the holidays which yielded the following information:

The Founding Purpose of the "Brick and Bottle Minute Men" was not merely the completion of the Coon from the Curriculum, although that is one of its most immediate local projects, but the primary goal of the National Organization is the Impeachment, Removal, and Execution for the Crime of Treason (i.e. giving aid and comfort to the enemy) of John Fitzgerald Kennedy and the several hundred co-conspirators who surround and abet him. In the words of "Omega 1": "If the Coon should fall tomorrow, as well he may, this will not delay or stop us from our unflagging effort to destroy the MarxistMonster in Washington who now holds the free people of the U.S. in subjection and terror."

Strong words with a noble purpose from this young man. We wish you all the success in the world, "Omega 1", you, and your "Brick and Bottle Greens," and "Brick and Bottle Minute Men."

Let us turn now from the pleasant subject of executing Communists to the more mundane task of shoring our own bastions. A word about Gov. Barnett and the "Look" article, "Look", of course, together with most of the established press is no friend of Truth or Liberty. It is far more concerned about those who resist Communism than it is with those who promote Communism. The article was cunningly calculated to divide and confuse the people of Mississippi into abandoning Gov. Barnett while the PARNY disciplines him in the "courts." Let us keep several steps clear in mind.